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Do you worry about miscarriage and the success of fertility treatments?Do you think healthy
fertility is all about being lucky?Filled with self-doubt in thinking some people are not meant to
stay pregnant?If yes, you are not alone.This practical guide teaches you specific strategies to
support your fertility journey and reduce the risk of miscarriage or pregnancy loss.You need a
clear step by step process to figure out which steps to take next and Carrying to Term was
written to help you know exactly what to do next.After experiencing recurrent miscarriages, Dr.
Jordan Robertson ND combined both research and medical experience with her passion for
helping couples achieve the pregnancy they dreamed of. In Carrying to Term you will learn how
to:Predict your fertility success with lab tests.Treat the most common causes of pregnancy loss
(such as PCOS, endometriosis and hypothyroidismAvoid certain foods and improve your
chances of staying pregnant.Choose the right vitamins and supplements to support your
fertilityTalk to your doctor about the right medication.Take back control and feel totally confident
about your fertility and risk of miscarriage. The strategies Dr. Jordan Robertson ND teaches are
designed to improve fertility rates and reduce miscarriage within 1-3 months. Why continue to
fail when you can enjoy the life you have always been dreaming of?Nothing is stopping you now.
Take your fertility future into the best hands you know…your own.To start on this journey today,
scroll up to the top and click the “buy now” button.
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McKenna Johnson, “A good read. Reading this is like having a conversation with a good friend,
who also happens to be an expert at miscarriage prevention.”

Dr. Aranka Jones ND, “A must read for fertility patients and their doctors!. Dr. Robertson has
done an excellent job scouring the research on women's health and fertility to give us this
concise, approachable and easy to read gem of a book. It's truly a must read for every woman
navigating fertility challenges who wants to advocate for her best possible care. It's also an
invaluable reference for practitioners who want to be up to date and feel confident helping
patients prevent miscarriages using evidence based medicine. As a practitioner myself I refer to
my copy of Carrying to Term constantly for guidance. It has helped me help more women get
pregnant, stay pregnant and carry healthy babies to term. Bravo!”

R M, “Evidence based- -no filter just truth. As an ND, whether you have suffered from a
miscarriage or hoping to support your patients through the process- this book provides you with
evidence based approach of no filter- just truth. A deep look into hormones that is mostly missed
in conventional medicine approach to fertility. Highly recommended.”

Natalie Pickering, “Powerful resource for miscarriage prevention. Such a fantastic resource for
women who want to lower their risks of miscarriage. Well researched and well written. This
information needs to be widely available!Natalie Pickering, Natural Fertility Specialist”

KM, “Well researched miscarriage resource. This a fantastic resource for everyone who has
suffered, or loves someone who has suffered, a miscarriage.Well researched, concise,
extremely useful.I have the original, and now the Kindle version as well. 5 stars.”

Ashley Trepanier, “A well-written, informative read. A well-written, informative read”

The book by Dr. Jordan Robertson ND has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 26 people have provided
feedback.
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